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Abstract: The right of indigenous peoples to education includes the right to provide and 

received education through their traditional methods of learning and teaching. Teaching is 

geared towards meaningful learning; hence, students should be given the opportunities to 

explore, experience, and be exposed to various learning tasks that permit them to apply 

learning content to real life situations. The aimed of the study is to identify geometrical 

shapes embedded in the indigenous tattoo design of Kalinga, andhow do these geometrical 

shapes contribute to the strengthening of improvisation in teaching Mathematics in the 21st 

century. Qualitative-ethnographic research method utilizing interview, observation was 

used. The researcher focused on the geometric figures on the tattoothat bring mathematical 

aspect of their culture. Findings revealed that the different indigenous tattoo designs of 

Kalinga provide a stimulating introduction to geometrical concepts like point, line, polygons 

and the like. The activities involve hands-on investigation that leads to the meaningful 

mathematical insights and understanding how instruction is designed to develop 21st 

century knowledge and skills and how the learning experience is brought to life. 

(Krohn,2015). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Teacher education programs around the world are continually undergoing change; however, 

fundamental beliefs underpinning the programs have not significantly shifted Individual 

educators have sought to bring alternative processes into their classroom practices that 

reflect Indigenous principles of living and learning (Phelan, 2011; Darling-Hammond, 2006).  

The colonizing model of teacher education is no longer sufficient for providing the education 

needed by new generations of learners who will be facing a world with challenges that they 

will not be able to address with the current approaches to education. Increasingly, schools 
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need teachers who are able to learn through adaptation and flexibility, engage in 

meaningful experiences that connect to students’ social lives, collaborate and share, and 

use innovative approaches to develop and share materials (Trilling & Fadel, 2009). Teachers 

need to be aware of and able to interrupt the repetitive neoliberal discourses that cut off 

students and their families through notions of individualism, power, and mistrust. In the 

21st century, teachers need to develop strong personal and professional identities and self-

confidence, and engage in programs that recognize a wide range of student backgrounds, 

needs, interests, and abilities based on cultural, gendered, physical, and socio-economic 

characteristics. Teacher education programs need to recognize the wide array of skills and 

knowledge that exist among their students, create program spaces to develop professional 

knowledge and expertise that develops their facility, and adapt to the rapidly changing 

demands of the professional workplace. Rather than seeking simplistic solutions to complex 

problems, new educators need to embrace complexity and have the skills and confidence to 

call on their own expertise and the expertise of others in order to work through challenging 

problems and situations. Working in learning communities (Hopper& Sanford ,2010), these 

new professionals need to share their knowledge with others in order to effectively address 

professional responsibilities that suggest the importance of embracing alternative ways of 

conceptualizing education for all students. Drawing on principles of Indigenous education as 

we believe we can shift the ways we have maintained educational experiences for 

prospective teachers (Sanford, 2010).  

Creativity, innovation, critical thinking, problem solving, communication, and collaboration 

are all a part of a 21st century math learning experience. 21st century math classrooms are 

not defined with program adoptions, learning resources and online tools, but rather are 

defined by how the learning experience is brought to life. Understanding how instruction 

can be designed to develop 21st century knowledge and skills requires an understanding of 

the differences between "push and pull" learning (Krohn, 2015). 

That is why a foray of research into indigenous cultures across the globe occurred. The 

rationale of this paper is to seek various forms of mathematics embedded in cultural 

activities and contexts. This is imperative to note since mathematics has had the perception 

of being above culture and hence it is accessible only in certain ways. Ethno mathematics 

does not only shows mathematics in cultural activity like tattooing but also the impact of 
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culture in the development of mathematics. (D’ ambrosio, 1985). The literature provides, if 

nothing else, more proof to the notion that we all engage in mathematical activity on a daily 

basis like the indigenous tattooing. 

Kalinga indigenous Tattooing is defined as ‘the practice of producing an indelible traditional 

design on the human body by inserting pigment under the skin. Whatok is characterized by 

hand-tapping, marking, decorating and designing a pattern on a material permanently. 

Pattern is a fundamental concept in both mathematics and art. Mathematical patterns can 

generate artistic patterns that may be as surprising or aesthetically pleasing as that 

produced by a human hand. When mathematical patterns or processes automatically 

generate art, a surprising reverse effect can occur: the art often illuminates the 

mathematics. ." Each begins with the idea of capturing the essence of a mathematical 

relationship, and is executed by harnessing the full power of mathematically-driven and 

hand-guided tools. 

Wang-ud, who is perhaps the most amazing tattoo artist of Kalinga whose work contains a 

multitude of connections between mathematics and art. Wang-ud,  was not mathematically 

trained, Yet she did applied the concept of geometric shapes in  mathematics in tattoing, 

and  figured out in her own way, using various geometric shapes, the mathematics that she 

needed in order to realize his ideas and visions. 

Thus, the researcher believes that the growing study concerning the positive impact of the 

inclusion of culturally mathematics taught in culturally appropriate way using culturally 

based contexts are effective learning springboard to discuss mathematics which improves 

understanding of geometrical related concepts among education students  which shows 

ways that indigenous materials may be integrated into mathematics education and thereby, 

bring the benefits of helping to uphold traditional  knowledge. It also promotes teachers and 

students to gain enhanced respect for local culture, its wisdom and its ethics, and provides 

ways of teaching and learning locally relevant knowledge and skills. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Specifically, the study aims to: 

1. What are the  various geometrical shapes embedded on the indigenous tattoo 

design of Kalinga; and 
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2. How do these geometrical shapes contribute to the strengthening of improvisation 

in teaching Mathematics in the 21st century? 

METHODOLOGY 

The researcher is faculty member of the College of Education teaching mathematics subjects 

like Plane and Solid Geometry. The first hand experience on using indigenous material in 

teaching the subject aside from using real life situations objects find it interesting, engaging 

and promote learning and innovation skills. The ethnographical and qualitative approaches 

were used to have a better understanding on shape matching and shape recognition of the 

indigenous tattoo design of Kalinga. It employed primary data gathering through casual and 

informal conversation with community members wearing/embodied the original indigenous 

tattoo design. Library research was conducted for a wider source of data. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The following are the comprehensive discussion of the various forms of geometry 

embedded on the indigenous tattoo design of Kalinga. 

Point  

 Point 

In geometry, a point has no dimension or actual size.  Even though we represent a point 

with a dot, the point has no length, width, or thickness. A dot can be very tiny or very large 

and it still represents a point. (Bello,2014). This geometrical shape can be seen in almost of 

the indigenous tattoo design as a foundation in the creation of a more intricate pattern. 

Line  

    Line 

In geometry, a line has no thickness but its length extends in one dimension and goes on 

forever in both directions.  Unless otherwise stated a line is drawn as a straight line with two 
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arrowheads indicating that the line extends without end in both directions. (Bello, 2014). 

Two points determine a line that is connecting series of dots in tattooing will form another 

geometrical shape that is a line and this shape can be noticed in most of the indigenous 

tattoo designs like Tinulipao /hinurpong, tabwhad,andGinayyagayaman designs. 

Parallel lines (Chuyos) 

               Parallel lines 

One form of a line is the line segment, and two line segments with equal distances or lines 

that do not intersect is called parallel lines (Oronce, 2013) In Kalinga, parallel lines are 

termed as chuyos- this pattern is the basis of  most of the indigenous  tattoo designs of 

Kalingalike inucha-uchan (like the rain design), Tinulipao /hinurpong, tabwhad, 

Ginayyagayaman (centipede design). 

Intersecting Lines and Vertical Angle 

 Intersecting Lines and Vertical Angle 

Intersecting lines are two lines with common point. While vertical angles are non adjacent 

angles formed by two intersecting lines 

Angle  

   Angle 

An angle is a very important concept in mathematics. In elementary geometry angle is 

formed by two rays with common endpoint, the common endpoint is called vertex and the 

two rays are called sides.(Bello,2014) 

http://my_sarisari_store.typepad.com/.a/6a00d8341c570653ef0120a5004ce0970b-pi
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Forms of Polygon 

Looking at the different tattoo designs in the photograph. What do you noticed about the 

shapes shown ? First, all of them are made up of line segments, and a second, each shape 

can be traced by starting and ending at a point. Such shapes are called polygon. 

In elementary geometry, a polygonis a planefigure that is bounded by a finite chain of 

straight line segments closing in a loop to form a closed chain or circuit. These segments are 

called its edges or sides, and the points where two edges meet are the polygon's 

vertices or corners. (Bello, 2013) The basic geometrical idea of a polygon has been adapted 

in indigenous tattoo to suit particular purposes. Mathematicians are often concerned only 

with the bounding closed polygonal chain and with simple polygons which do not self-

intersect, and they often define a polygon. Here are some common polygons embedded on 

the indigenous tattoo design. 

Triangle (iniijab) 

 Triangle 

Many two-dimensional geometric shapes can be defined by a set of points or 

vertices and lines connecting the points in a closed chain, as well as the resulting interior 

points. Such shapes are called polygons and include triangle. A triangle is a three-sided 

polygon. In Kalinga, triangle is termed as iniijab- this is evident on the 

Sinagkikao/Sinokrayangginayyagayang indigenous tattoo designs. 

Rhombus 

 Rhombus  

In geometry, a rhombus is a foursided figure, all sides are congruent. Tilting a rhombus will 

look like a diamond shape, That is, the result of moving a shape around, enlarging it, 

rotating it, or reflecting a geometric shape is the same shape as the original, and not a 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elementary_geometry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plane_(mathematics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plane_(mathematics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plane_(mathematics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Line_segment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polygonal_chain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertex_(geometry)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simple_polygon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Point_(geometry)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertex_(geometry)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Line_(geometry)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polygon
javascript:popUp('http://www.vanishingtattoo.com/lars/kalinga_tattoos_gallery.htm')
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distinct shape. Objects that have the same shape as each other are said to be similar. If they 

also have the same scale as each other, they are said to be congruent (Bello, 2013). 

Observing the panyat (fern design) and Lusong(mortal design) indigenous tattoo designs this 

geometrical shape can be noticed. 

Hexagon 

 Hexagon 

In geometry, a hexagon is a closed six-sided polygon. In the Kalinga indigenous tattoo 

design, a six-sided figure is visible in the Inar-Archan (Ladder Design); Chillag (Snakes’ Belly 

Design); and Inong-oo(Coiled Snake Design). 

Circle and Cylinder 

    Circle and cylinder 

A circle is an interesting geometric figure that has many practical applications, such as the 

indigenous tattooing in the fongol design. In Plane Geometry a circle is a set of all points in a 

plane at a given distance from a given point. The given point is the center and the given 

distance is the radius. A cylinder is a geometrical shaped which has two bases. Circle and 

cylinder are two-dimensional geometric shapes bounded by curves 

CONCLUSION 

1. The different indigenous tattoo designs of Kalinga provide a stimulating introduction 

to geometrical concepts like point, line, polygons and the like. The activities involve 

hands-on investigation that leads to the meaningful mathematical insights and 

understanding how instruction is designed to develop 21st century knowledge and 

skills and how the learning experience is brought to life. (Krohn, 2015). 

2. One way of opening the eyes of students to the excitement, beauty and mystery of 

geometry is to enjoy it with recreational activities. The different indigenous tattoo 

designs of Kalinga that are presented are not merely to entertain students but to 

draw them into the fundamental concepts of Geometry. An activity-oriented 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Similarity_(geometry)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Congruence_(geometry)
http://my_sarisari_store.typepad.com/.a/6a00d8341c570653ef0120a50013b4970b-pi
http://larskrutak.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/30b1.jpg
http://my_sarisari_store.typepad.com/.a/6a00d8341c570653ef0120a5004ce0970b-pi
http://my_sarisari_store.typepad.com/.a/6a00d8341c570653ef0120a557ac97970c-pi
http://my_sarisari_store.typepad.com/.a/6a00d8341c570653ef0120a557a530970c-pi
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approach which provides for learning styles other than verbal. Students who need 

hands-on experiences—the kinaesthetic learners—are no longer penalized by 

materials and instructional approaches that emphasize primarily listening and 

recording information. Students who need to work in collaboration with others to 

understand math concepts- the interpersonal 21st century learners. 

RECOMMENDATION 

1. Educators need to share their knowledge with others in order to effectively address 

professional responsibilities that suggest the importance of embracing alternative 

ways of conceptualizing education for all students.  

2. All of the evidences reviewed above indicate that   teachers can be encouraged to 

adopt strategies and to develop resources that are beneficial in making mathematics 

more meaningful for Indigenous children. The challenges for teachers in accepting 

new ways of thinking. 
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